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ABSTRACT†‡
DoD flight test ranges need to track telemetry spectrum usage to defend against future sell-offs,
as well as operate with high spectral efficiency. The Spectrum Usage Measurement System
(SUMS) characterizes spectrum usage and requirements at test ranges, and assesses operational
impacts and costs on Test and Evaluation. The system relies on mission planning and scheduling
data acquired from test range planning systems, as well as measurements obtained from telemetry
receivers and frequency scanning sensors. SUMS key capabilities include: (1) collecting over-theair evidence of actual assigned frequency usage; (2) combining this data with mission plans to
produce an accurate representation of telemetry spectrum usage through the space, time, and
frequency dimensions; (3) providing users with a data warehouse of spectrum usage, potentially
spanning multiple years, with test ranges across CONUS, and (4) providing data analytics and
visualization techniques that combine 3-D terrain-based heat maps with usage metrics charts.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Radio Frequency (RF) spectrum is a vital resource to DoD test and evaluation (T&E). DoD flight
test ranges are faced with the twin challenges of ever-increasing demand for test data throughput,
and continuing encroachment on the RF spectrum traditionally reserved for them. In such a
congested RF environment, the DoD test ranges need to be able to defend their use of the current
telemetry spectrum. The main impediment to achieving this capability is the lack of a technology
solution to characterize spectrum requirements and usage at test ranges and assess the operational
impacts and costs of spectrum unavailability on Test and Evaluation (T&E). To address this gap,
the Spectrum Usage Measurement System (SUMS) will:






†

collect accurate, evidence-based data of telemetry spectrum usage at test ranges;
create a knowledge base that combines mission plans and data collected by sensors overthe-air to produce an accurate representation of spectrum usage;
forecast future spectrum requirements;
determine the operational impacts and costs of spectrum unavailability in what-if scenarios;
improve spectral efficiency by gaining insights into both current and future operations.
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The above features of the SUMS system will allow test ranges to assess the impact of the continued
loss of DoD spectrum caused by the Advanced Wireless Services (AWS)-3 auction. The main
SUMS innovations are (1) over-the-air verification of spectrum usage and (2) extension of
spectrum-usage measurements and subsequent data analytics based on these measurements to the
spatial dimensions. In its final form, the SUMS data repository will enable querying for historical
spectrum usage across the time, space, and frequency dimensions, spanning test ranges across
CONUS. The queries will provide evidence of the spectrum usage with over-the-air RF sensing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the SUMS architecture. Sections
III and IV present more details on the key SUMS functional modules: Usage Measurements
Generator and Analytics Engine. Section IV describes future work and concludes the paper.
II. SUMS ARCHITECTURE
Figure 1 shows an overview of the SUMS architecture. On a regular basis, the SUMS downloads
mission-planning data from test range resource management and scheduling systems, e.g., the Test
Resource Management System (TRMS) and the Central Scheduling Enterprise (CSE). This data
primarily consists of:




mission identification,
flight areas and ground stations that the mission will use, and
frequency assignments, including start and end times, center frequency, and bandwidth.

Additionally, SUMS supports a user interface (not shown) for entering static reference data
associated with the range. This data includes test range telemetry spectrum allocation, and test
range flight areas and ground station locations. Thus, the SUMS database contains the complete
context for each mission, prior to the mission.

Figure 1: Conceptual LM system architecture

The SUMS Telemetry Receiver Interface interacts with telemetry receivers at the test range, in
order to download the telemetry frequencies being received and their start and end times. Similarly,
the SUMS interface to frequency scanning sensors deployed at the test range detects bands of
energy within the telemetry spectrum. These spectrum measurements enable the SUMS Usage
Measurements Generator (Section III) to perform a two-pronged over-the-air verification of
telemetry spectrum use. Frequency assignment use may also be verified by operations staff at the
test range, after the conclusion of the mission. This is done simply via the web-based GUI. The
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module also calculates the actual spectrum occupancy in space-time-frequency, as resulting from
verified frequency assignments, and stores the results in the SUMS Database.
The SUMS Analytics Engine (Section IV) is responsible for responding to all user queries into
SUMS. Query responses may be ad hoc, or they may be provided as special reports. Queries may
simply be for spectrum usage measurements, within specified space, time and frequency bounds.
Additionally, users may request views of usage metrics, as defined in RCC 707-14 [1], and
extended for the spatial dimensions. The Analytics Engine computes these metrics and reports
based on the bounds provided in the query parameters. The Analytics Engine also provides tools
for innovating new types of queries, based on the archived usage measurements data.
SUMS is designed to support a network of collaborating instances to present users with a merged
view of spectrum usage measurements. Typically, each test range has deployed a ‘Local Instance’
of SUMS. In particular, sensor-oriented subsystems will likely have only local range assignment
instances. Regional and national assignment instances will likely be limited to Analytics Engines
and usage measurement repositories. User populations for role-based access controls could be
specific to the instance assignment (e.g. “Edwards AFB” or “Southwest Region” or “DSO”).
The SUMS Regional Interface module supports collaboration between a present instance of SUMS
and instances at other test ranges. This module enables the set-up of data flows, where usage
measurements made by the present instance are integrated with the cloud-based SUMS
measurements repository. Multiple Local Instances periodically send their usage measurements to
a SUMS Regional Instance, where the measurements data is merged to provide an integrated
CONUS-wide view of spectrum usage. Users querying a SUMS instance will thus have access to
archived spectrum usage across all the test ranges where SUMS is deployed. The distributed
SUMS repository additionally supports the multi-site requirements for data redundancy.
III. USAGE MEASUREMENTS GENERATOR
The Usage Measurements Generator creates tentative spectrum Occupancy objects, based on (1)
Identified telemetry emitters, (2) Scheduled mission start and stop time, and (3) Spatial information
if available (e.g., Ground stations selected and Flight plans). Occupancy objects, along with their
mission context, are created in the database with a ‘pending’ usage-verification status. Use of
spatial information (e.g., flight/maneuver plan) is opportunistic depending on the availability of
this information in the mission data. In the absence of spatial information, a worst case analysis
identifies all the areas the aircraft may fly, and associates spectrum use over those areas, which is
likely the entire test range flight area.
A. Evidence-Backed Spectrum Usage Verification
Current practice uses only the information from the spectrum management and de-confliction
systems data (e.g., TRMS, CSE, Integrated Frequency De-Confliction System (IFDS)), which
produces an incomplete spectrum usage picture. The discrepancy between actual and planned
spectrum usage is caused by cancelled or delayed flights, excessive time buffering in assignment
requests by test engineers, the lack of demarcation of the space in which the spectrum is used, and
potential illegal use of spectrum by unscheduled transmitters. All these factors result in poor
spectral efficiency due to time and space windows over which the telemetry spectrum is reserved,
but not used in actuality. Analysis of such situations is currently difficult because there is no
physical evidence that the mission took place or that the frequencies were actually used. The
SUMS employs a two-pronged approach to over-the-air verification of telemetry spectrum use:
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Telemetry receiver interface: With this interface, the SUMS will keep itself informed of the
frequency currently being received by each telemetry receiver in a ground station, which can then
be correlated with the frequency assignments of the missions currently in play. When frequency
usage is observed, SUMS attempts to correlate those observations with what was scheduled, as
defined by frequency assignment data. If a match is found, the mission, and its spectrum usage are
said to have been “telemetry receiver verified.”
Frequency scanning sensors: The SUMS will also utilize frequency scans by sensors for
verification. The sensors are typically distributed on and around the test range. They are especially
useful for verifying telemetry spectrum usage on the flight line. As part of its functionality, SUMS
is capable of tasking those sensors over which it has ownership. Alternatively, where it does not
have ownership, it is capable of opportunistically tasking sensors that are not in use, or of utilizing
data from present scans, if relevant.
As with the telemetry receivers, the SUMS
correlates the detected RF energy with ongoing
missions. Following the start time of each
mission, SUMS attempts to find a correlation
with frequency assignments in the mission data.
If a match is found the assignment is tagged as
“sensor verified.” Figure 2 shows the missionverification status on the SUMS GUI, where a
user can view the percentage distribution of
status tags across multiple missions.
B. Spatial Extension of Usage Measurements

Figure 2: Mission verification status display

Thus far, industry practice has been to view telemetry spectrum usage in two dimensions: time and
frequency. It is assumed that each test range has the nationally allocated telemetry spectrum to
itself. Spatial separation between neighboring test ranges is sufficient to prevent interference.
However, increasingly this notion is being tested. As T&E needs expand, aircraft flights span
multiple ranges. The spectrum is used between ranges, and its occupancy needs to be characterized.
Secondly, when spectrum usage data was presented to regulators, in the form of a time-frequency
grid, it laid open the question of the profile of its spatial occupancy.
There is potentially much to be gained by leveraging spatial bins in a spatial defense context.
Capturing and using a posteriori knowledge of where the aircraft actually flew, how they were
oriented, when their radios were on, what frequency they used, at what power level, etc. can be
obtained and applied productively for both spectrum management and spectrum defense purposes.
For example, the ability to present graphically the rise and fall of effective radiated power (ERP)
levels across a set of spatial bins will make it readily apparent that it would be difficult to fit
additional test missions. It should also be possible to store a catalog of “typical” missions that
could be layered on top of the set of missions observed during a given day and calculate the number
of expected interference events, increased risk of mid-air collision (based on changes in relative
distance between aircraft), etc.
Given the above considerations, the SUMS takes the approach of characterizing usage
measurements in space, time, and frequency. Spatial occupancy is characterized by the notion of
a spectrum ‘Bin’ [2]. A Bin is a fixed quantum of airspace on the ground or above the earth. The
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dimensions of a Bin are typically: 1 minute of latitude x 1 minute of longitude x 2000 meters
elevation. The bottom south-west corner uniquely identifies Bin.
Figure 3 illustrates how space-time-frequency quanta are
used to represent spectrum occupancy in the SUMS
Bin
database. The Bin class represents a space quantum. An
-lat : double
-lng : double
instance of Occupancy provides the time and frequency
-elev : int
intervals and an “interference ceiling” (intfrCeiling). The
intfrCeiling attribute specifies the maximum power that
a notional emitter in the Bin is allowed to transmit
Figure 3: Representation of spectrum
without interfering with the spectrum occupancy. For
occupancy
Bins in the area of operations, this value is set to a
minimum (-200.0 dBm), indicating the spectrum is occupied. For Bins further away, spatial
separation allows the intfrCeiling to be higher, until a point is reached where the spectrum is
deemed to be unoccupied.
Occupancy

-startTime
-endTime
*
-minFreq
-maxFreq
-verStatus : string
-intfrCeiling : double

C. Interference Ceiling Determination
To visualize the spatial occupancy in SUMS we use the notion of spectrum Bins over a terrain
map, and we calculate the power ceiling a hypothetical transmitter in each Bin could emit without
degrading the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) of a legitimate transmission from a test article.
Figure 4 shows a top-down view of such a scenario.
For a given mission a detailed flight plan is seldom available. However, it is possible to determine
the flight areas the test article would be flying within, as well the ground stations that might be
used. If a Bin lies within one of the designated flight areas for the mission, there is a non-zero
probability that the test article will fly through it. We can safely declare the Bin as being occupied,
for the time-frequency window being queried. We set the associated interference ceiling to well
below the noise floor, e.g. -200 dBm.
If the Bin is outside the
mission flight areas, we
calculate the interference
ceiling with the following
algorithm. First, determine
the farthest ground station.
This will be the most affected
by a hypothetical emitter,
because the distance from the
emitter to the ground station
will be closest to the distance
Figure 4: Determining the worst-case interference ceiling for a bin
from the test article to the
ground station, and therefore result in the most degradation of the SIR. Second, draw a line from
the Bin to the ground station. Determine the nearest Bin where this line intersects a boundary of a
flight area. A test article in this Bin will be most affected by the hypothetical emitter. An emission
from this “test article Bin” to the ground station comprises the signal, while the emission from the
“hypothetical emitter Bin” at the interference ceiling comprises the interference. We declare a
desired constant value for the SIR (typical on the order of 10 dB). Then:
Signal (at ground station) = (Test article Xmit Power) + (Xmit antenna gain) +
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(Recv antenna gain) – (signal pathloss) – (system losses)
IntfrCeiling = Signal + SIR + (interference pathloss)

IV. ANALYTICS ENGINE
The SUMS Analytics Engine is responsible for spectrum usage visualization and reporting;
spectrum usage metrics calculation; forecasting future spectrum requirements and occupancy;
improving spectral efficiency by what-if analysis; and evaluating spectrum loss impact.
A. Spectrum Usage Visualization and Reporting
Once the usage measurements are generated and stored in the SUMS Database, the Analytics
Engine produces countable events with {time (window), space (area or volume), frequency
(range)} attributes: Validated assignments, Anomalous emissions, Planned or measured usage,
Planned or measured availability, Classified emitters of specific types, Data transfer rates. Event
counts can be tabulated with respect to {time, space, frequency} attributes for reporting and
archiving – Metrics and visualizations will be determined from these counts and qualified by the
relevant attributes. Long-term / trending reports use aggregation of event count tables over time,
with possible qualification in space and/or frequency range. Hierarchical reporting (Range 
Regional, Regional  National) uses aggregation of event count tables over space (e.g. multiple
test ranges), with possible qualification in time window and/or frequency range.

Figure 5: Spectrum occupancy in space for missions that have been “telemetry receiver verified”

In particular, the Analytics Engine is able to calculate and display spectrum usage data, for
specified time, space, and frequency in several different views: time-frequency chart, Percent
Occupancy bar graph, and map-based view. The user can also switch the display occupancy views
based on mission verification status. Upon request from the Client GUI, the Analytics Engine will
also format reports into pdfs, which may be downloaded and printed by the user. The Analytics
Engine supports a batch mode, wherein computationally intensive requests are made by the user
and the results are posted subsequently in the form of a report for the user to access.
Figure 5 shows the expected visualization of the result when a query is made for spectrum usage
measurements, specifying a time interval, frequency range, a spatial input (the test range), and a
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verification status. The gradient in the heat map is the change in the interference ceiling as one
moves away from the area of spectrum occupancy.
The Analytics Engine can also respond to a user query requesting the display of specified usage
metrics over a Test Range or Flight Area, as shown in Figure 6. Besides responding to user queries,
the SUMS can also generate alerts based on the identification of signals from a fixed list of known
possibilities and list probable signal detection results on a given channel in a particular location,
to identify what types of radios are using the spectrum in an area at any given time. The user is
able to configure alerts (e.g., by setting power thresholds) for spectral activity to be notified when
emissions are detected in a specific frequency range and location.

Figure 6: Usage metrics display in response to a query

B. Extensions of Standard Usage Metrics
The Spectrum Management Metrics Standard RCC 707-14 [1] defines a number of usage metrics,
whose primary purpose is to help answer questions such as “How much spectrum is being used?”,
“Is it being used efficiently?”, “What will be our future spectrum needs?”, “Can we meet future
demand?”, and “What is the impact of spectrum limitations?” The standard groups these metrics
into several categories: Spectrum Occupancy, Spectrum Utilization, Frequency Request
Groupings, Efficiency, Spectrum Reuse, Frequency Scheduling Operational Metrics, and
Predictive and “What-if” Metrics. The metrics are calculated based on spectrum occupancy by
frequency assignments. The spectrum occupancy and the derived usage metrics are characterized
over a two-dimensional time-frequency grid.
A review of commercial metrics suggests that a shift from percentages to absolute values is
desirable [3]. Commercial metrics focus on the number of users or devices and the number of bits
sent, where the number of users translates as the number of operations and the devices correspond
to transmitters (or missions or frequency assignments depending on the context) and receivers.
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An analysis can determine that X number
of operations transmitted Y many bits
using Z devices, or that all the operations
used so many Megahertz Hours (MH)
over a year. This change of focus enables
the Analytics Engine to create Spectrum
Activity Charts that plot each operation
along the time axis against different
operation metrics such as bandwidth or
MH. The chart in (Figure 7) shows that the
spectrum is being used regularly. One
form
of
this
chart
displays
mission/operational statistics along a time
Figure 7: Spectrum activity chart example
axis. Another form shows density of (re)use across area and (optionally) volume. These charts convey spectrum activity without reduction
to simple statistics or percentages.
Consequently, the SUMS project considers two complementary extensions to the RCC standard:
(1) Include “space” and “mission context” in addition to “frequency” and “time” quantum for
selected metrics (i.e., when beneficial for spectrum defense/management) , and (2) Account for
actual observations (direct and indirect) of monitored spectrum use in addition to scheduled use.
1) Extensions to Spatial Dimension
We have analyzed the metrics defined in the RCC 707-14 standard [1] with respect to their
suitability and usefulness for spatial dimensions. The two high-level uses of the metrics are
spectrum defense (Use statistics, Spectrum activity chart, Requirements prediction, and Spectrum
loss impact) and spectrum management (Resource management, Granular use analysis, and
Management practices). A main distinction between the uses is the need for summary statistics for
spectrum defense to support long term planning and more granular use data for spectrum
management to deal with the day-to-day processes.
Table 1 summarizes the metrics that are suitable for spatial extensions based on our analysis.
Table 1: Spatial extensions of currently defined and future spectrum-usage metrics

Usage Metric
[Average] Percent
Occupancy with Reuse
(POWR)
[Average] Percent
Occupancy (PO)
Frequency Reuse Ratio
(FRR)
[Average] Mission
Modulation Efficiency
(MME)
[Average] Mission
Spectrum Efficiency
(MSE)

Usefulness
Spectrum defense (Use statistics,
Requirements prediction); Spectrum
management; Trend analysis
Spectrum defense (Use statistics,
Requirements prediction); Spectrum
management; Trend analysis
Spectrum defense (Use statistics,
Requirements prediction; Spectrum activity
chart); Spectrum management; Trend analysis
Spectrum management (Resource
management)

Comments
Redefine the metrics as “Spectrum
Density” and report absolute rather
than percentage value
Primary use percentage metric

Spectrum defense (Resource management,
Requirements prediction; Spectrum
management); Trend analysis

Key metric for capturing efficiency
of data transmission
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Redefine the metrics as “Spectrum
Density Ratio” and use to create a
spatial form of activity chart
Identify users that are being
inefficient in spectrum use

Average Spectrum
Band Efficiency
Bits Sent
Bits Sent per MH
Operation Size
Monitored spectrum
use (new metrics)

Spectrum defense (Resource management,
Requirements prediction; Spectrum
management); Trend analysis
Spectrum defense (Use statistics,
Requirements prediction); Trend analysis
Spectrum defense (Requirements prediction);
Trend analysis
Spectrum defense (Requirements prediction;
Spectrum activity chart); Trend analysis
Spectrum defense (Use statistics;
Requirements prediction); Spectrum
management (Management practices)

Useful for analyzing specific
frequency bands
Primary use statistics
Key metric for capturing efficiency
of data transmission
Redefine operational duration.
Primary candidates recommended for
activity charts
This is a new data source that should
be integrated into some of the
existing metrics to help validate and
evaluate scheduled spectrum use

To analyze the usefulness of spatial extensions, we consider the following objects:






Transmitters – Tuned to a specific frequency when in use;
Missions (frequency assignments) – Transmitters as they move through time and space;
Operations – Multiple frequency assignments coordinated together as they move through
a collective time and space, possibly across multiple test areas and/or frequency bands;
Test Areas – Multiple operations occupying an identified master space during an identified
master time period, possibly across multiple frequency bands;
Users – Multiple non-simultaneous operations, possibly across multiple test areas and/or
frequency bands.

The primary benefit of expanding the metrics to include spatial dimensions is that it allows
normalization, which is particularly useful for comparing test areas or users. In fact, if there are
multiple test areas involved, this normalization is necessary to combine efficiencies of multiple
missions into a single operational efficiency. Therefore, the SUMS analysis will focus on
answering the relevant questions listed in Table 2:
Table 2: Comparison across test areas and users

Analysis Type
Trend analysis

Resource management

Future requirements










Questions Addressed
Are missions getting more efficient?
Is some test area headed for overcapacity or trending to non-use?
Are the biggest users getting more efficient?
Are there users or test areas that are not improving?
Can tests be reapportioned better between test areas?
Is there some test area that always gets assigned inefficient users or transmitters?
Should a particular user become more efficient?
What is the effect on spectrum capacity? Who are the biggest users?

2) Extensions for Monitored vs. Scheduled Spectrum Use
An accurate representation of spectrum usage requires combining the monitored data with mission
plans and scheduled data, beyond just the time and bandwidth data recorded in IFDS. It requires
information about the transmitter as used (vs. is capable of) such as power and waveform.
Depending on the level of granularity desired, this might also include waveform tolerances, side
band descriptions, or other transmitter and receiver characteristics. This analysis could also benefit
from the post-test vehicle path data and data from the receiver as to when data was actually
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received. It seems appropriate to define additional metrics for capturing the difference between
scheduled use and use constructed from monitoring, e.g.,








MH of scheduled that were detected
MH of detected not scheduled
Detected MH / scheduled MH
Average time delay between scheduled and detected start times
Average time delay between scheduled and detected stop times
Average bandwidth (Mhz) detected but not scheduled
Average bandwidth (Mhz) scheduled but not detected
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The Spectrum Usage Measurement System (SUMS) characterizes spectrum usage and
requirements at test ranges, and assesses operational impacts and costs on Test and Evaluation.
The system relies on mission planning and scheduling data acquired from test range planning
systems, as well as measurements obtained from telemetry receivers and frequency scanning
sensors. SUMS key capabilities include: (1) collecting over-the-air evidence of actual assigned
frequency usage; (2) combining this data with mission plans to produce an accurate representation
of telemetry spectrum usage through the space, time, and frequency dimensions; (3) providing
users with a data warehouse of spectrum usage, potentially spanning multiple years, with test
ranges across CONUS, and (4) providing data analytics and visualization techniques that combine
3-D terrain-based heat maps with synchronized usage metrics charts.
As the SUMS is matured, it will provide a suite of metrics and methods to (1) estimate current and
future spectrum requirements and (2) forecast changes in spectrum usage, occupancy, utilization,
availability, and demand. Key SUMS concepts in performing spectrum-loss impact analysis
include use of multiple data sources (formal and informal databases, human expertise, and
documents maintained by T&E personnel); and implementation of methods that provide impacts
related to function, schedule, and cost. The SUMS will also incorporate in the analysis T&E
resources other than spectrum: manpower, vehicles, and ground equipment retrieved from resource
management systems such as CSE and TRMS. However, since actual costs of the resources are
not expected in these systems and there likely are additional resources not in these databases, the
SUMS will provide standardized input formats and fields for manual input of data that cannot be
imported electronicallyi.
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